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subject-matter   of   dispute/     As   Sir   Leslie   Stephen
points  out,1  * Omit  all  reference  to   Happiness,   and
Justice becomes a meaningless word prescribing equality,
but not telling us equality of what.    Happiness,  on
the other hand, has a substantial and an independent
meaning from  which the  meaning  of justice  can  be
deduced.    It has, therefore, a logical priority ;   and to
attempt to ignore this is the way to all the labyrinths
of hopeless  confusion  by which  legislation  has  been
made a chaos/    In the same way the simple criterion
of Utility is sufficient to invalidate and to render futile
all the interminable prosing about the social contract.
/ What on earth does it matter, argues Bentham, whether
our ancestors solemnly signed a bond or whether they
didn't ?^) Anyhow,  their  signatures  do   not   bind  our
activities.    What   does   bind   us   is   the   necessity   of
creating happiness.    Our obedience to the law of the
land is not conditioned by a mythical document or a
supposed oath sworn to by a host of savages ;   it is
conditioned solely by the  sufficiency of that law to
guarantee the greatest happiness of the greatest number.
£When the law fails to do that, it is time for us to reform
it or to substitute a new one altogether.    Thus all the
reverence  for  tradition   and   all   the   worship  of  the
mystical  social  organism  which   had  been  so   richly
developed in the philosophy of Burke, are swept into
the  waste-paper  basket  along with  Contract, Divine
Right, and Prerogative.}  In this sense^Benthamism is *
essentially a revolutionary philosophy;   it smashes all
the old idols and makes man his own master, and man's
happiness—yours,  mine,   everybody's—the  end  of all
behaviour.^) But it must not be supposed that Bentham
had   any   sympathy   with   the   a   priori   Radicalism
of  Thomas   Paine.    In   practical   politics   Paine   and
* English Utilitarians, Vol. I, p, 238.
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